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ABSTRACT Mobile edge computing (MEC) provides a promising approach to significantly reduce network
operational cost and improve quality of service (QoS) of mobile users by pushing computation resources to
the network edges, and enables a scalable Internet of Things (IoT) architecture for time-sensitive applications
(e-healthcare, real-time monitoring, and so on.). However, the mobility of mobile users and the limited
coverage of edge servers can result in significant network performance degradation, dramatic drop in QoS,
and even interruption of ongoing edge services; therefore, it is difficult to ensure service continuity. Service
migration has great potential to address the issues, which decides when or where these services are migrated
following user mobility and the changes of demand. In this paper, two conceptions similar to service
migration, i.e., live migration for data centers and handover in cellular networks, are first discussed. Next,
the cutting-edge research efforts on service migration inMEC are reviewed, and a devisal of taxonomy based
on various research directions for efficient service migration is presented. Subsequently, a summary of three
technologies for hosting services on edge servers, i.e., virtual machine, container, and agent, is provided.
At last, open research challenges in service migration are identified and discussed.
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INDEX TERMS Mobile edge computing, servicemigration, livemigration, migration path selection, cellular
handover.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Cloud computing technology has been widely used in the17

past decade, which relies heavily on the centralization of18

computing and data resources, so that these resources can be19

accessed in an on-demand way by the distributed end users.20

Cloud services are provided by large centralized data-centers21

that may be located far away from the users. As a result,22

a user can endure long latency due to connection to remote23

services. In recent years, considerable progresses have been24

made to distribute cloud services closer to users, providing25

higher reliability and faster access at the same time.26

Specifically, in Internet of Things (IoT) applications,27

to improve the data throughput and rapid response of mobile28

devices or sensors, a small cloud can be connected directly29

via the wireless communication infrastructure at the network30

edges (e.g., cellular base station and Wi-Fi access point)31

to provide services to the mobile users within its cover-32

age. Mobile edge computing (MEC) can enable computa-33

tion and data offloading for mobile devices [1]–[5], which34

is a supplementary for mobile devices with relatively lim- 35

ited computational and storage capacity. It is also useful 36

in scenarios that require high data processing capability or 37

robustness, e.g., in hostile environments [6] or in vehicular 38

networks [7]. Many conceptual models have been proposed 39

by academia and industry, including MEC [8], [9], mobile 40

micro-cloud [10], micro datacenter [11], Cloudlet [12], Fog 41

Computing [13]–[15], and Follow Me Cloud (FMC) [4]. 42

These conceptual models are partially overlapping and com- 43

plementary. The core of these models is to run applications 44

and related processing tasks in proximity of mobile users, 45

network congestion is reduced, battery life is enhanced and 46

service experience is improved [16]. We use the termMobile 47

Edge Computing to refer to a general conceptual model and 48

differentiate it from the above-mentioned models. In addi- 49

tion to significantly reducing network operational cost 50

and improving quality of service (QoS) of mobile users 51

by pushing computation resources closer to the network 52

edges, MEC also enables a scalable IoT architecture for time 53
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FIGURE 1. A case of service migration in mobile edge computing. The red
solid line means one transferring path between source and destination
edge server.

sensitive applications (e-healthcare, real time monitoring,54

etc.) [17]–[21].55

MEC has emerged as a key enabling technology for realiz-56

ing the IoT visions [19]. A significant issue inMEC is service57

migration with user mobility. The contradiction between the58

limited coverage of single edge server and the mobility of59

user terminals (e.g., smartphones [8] and intelligent vehicles60

[22]–[24]) will result in significant network performance61

degradation, which can further lead to dramatic drop in QoS62

and even interruption of ongoing edge services, therefore, it63

is difficult to ensure the service continuity [12], [25], [26].64

Therefore, in order to ensure service continuity as users65

move, it is especially important to realize seamless service66

migration (i.e., without disruption of ongoing edge services,67

a mobile user is not allowed to freely move over a large68

geographic area). Since edge servers are attached to many69

different access points or base stations, a decision should be70

made that whether and where to migrate the ongoing edge71

services as an arbitrary user moves outside the service area72

of the associated edge server [27]. Considering the scenario73

as shown in Fig. 1, an edge server (e.g., a small cloud) con-74

tains one or more physical machines hosting several virtual75

machines, covers the mobile users in proximity. These edge76

servers are interconnected with each other via different kinds77

of network connections. Note that we use edge server as a78

general term to refer to the small cloud, such as cloudlet [12],79

fog node [13], [28], etc. In addition, we consider service80

migration as the stateful migration of applications: a mobile81

user accepts a service for a continuous time period, and the82

service application reserves internal state data for the user,83

such as intermediate data processing results. After the com-84

pletion of the migration, the service resumes exactly where it85

stopped before migration. As a mobile user moves from one86

area to another, we can 1) either continue to run the service on87

the current edge server, and exchange data with a mobile user88

through the core network or other edge servers, 2) or migrate89

the service to another edge server that covers the new area.90

In both of the two cases, cost can be incurred: such as data91

transmission cost for the former case, and migration cost for92

the latter.93

Service migration is also very challenging [4], [12], [25], 94

[29]. When a user moves through several adjacent or over- 95

lapped geographical areas, service migration should deal 96

with: 1) whether the ongoing service should be migrated out 97

of the current edge server that hosts this service; 2) if the 98

answer is yes, then which edge server the service should be 99

migrated to; 3) how the service migration process should be 100

carried out, considering the overhead and QoS requirements. 101

This problem comes from the tradeoff of migration cost (e.g, 102

migration cost and transmission cost)in the whole service 103

migration process and improvement of users’ expectation on 104

QoS that can be achieved after migration (i.e., reducing the 105

latency for users or network overhead). It is very difficult 106

to obtain the optimal service mitigation because of the high 107

uncertainty of user mobility and request patterns, as well as 108

potential non-linearity of transmission and migration cost. 109

Since edge servers are allocated at the network edges, their 110

performance is intimately related to the dynamics of users. 111

Moreover, service migration becomes more complex, consid- 112

ering a large number of users and applications, as well as the 113

heterogeneity of edge servers. 114

In recent years, several survey papers have been published 115

to provide overviews of the MEC area. These works mainly 116

focus on system and network models, computation offload- 117

ing, resource allocation, architectures and applications [5], 118

[9], [19]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work 119

that summarizes the problem of service migration in MEC. 120

The contributions of this paper are: 1) review of the up to date 121

research on service migration in MEC; 2) comparison with 122

two similar concepts of service migration, i.e, live migration 123

for data centers and handover in cellular networks; 3) devisal 124

of taxonomy based on various research directions for efficient 125

service migration; 4) summary of three hosting technologies 126

of services on edge servers, i.e. virtual machine, container 127

and agent; 5) identification of various open issues related to 128

service migration which need further research. 129

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 130

Section II presents two conceptions similar to service migra- 131

tion and a comparison between them. In Section III, we detail 132

the techniques of migrating running services. In section IV, 133

we discuss some of existing strategies of service migration. 134

In Section V, we explore the pros and cons of three technolo- 135

gies for hosting mobile application components, i.e., virtual 136

machine, container and agent. In Section VI, we discuss some 137

research challenges in service migration. The main content is 138

as shown in Fig. 2, each entry in frame corresponds to one 139

section. 140

II. EXISTING CONCEPTS: SIMILARITY AND COMPARISON 141

In this section, we introduce two similar concepts that are 142

closely related to service migration and compare them for 143

better understanding of service migration. 144

A. LIVE MIGRATION FOR DATA CENTERS 145

Livemigration of virtual machine is gainingmore importance 146

to improve the utilization of resources, load balancing of 147
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FIGURE 2. The organization of this survey. The number shows the corresponding section number. Sections 3, 4,
5 together constitute the body of the service migration topic. Among them, Section 5 is the lowest level of the topic,
which describes the host of application components that need migration. If some running service is to be migrated,
we should know what the corresponding application components are and what are hosting them. As a result, we say
what Section 5 deals with is the lowest level, or the fundamental part. Section 4 describes the strategies in migrating
the application components described in Section 5, which is a higher level topic. Section 4 and 5 are not enough for
service migration as we must apply them into mobile edge computing network environment, that is what Section 3 is
doing, e.g., how to reduce the data volume to be transferred. So there exists a progressive relationship between the
three sections. But at the same time they deal with three different parts of and form the body of service migration.

processing nodes, tolerating the faults in virtual machines,148

etc., to increase the portability of nodes and to promote the149

efficiency of the physical server [30]–[34]. Live migration for150

data center mainly deals with memory migration of virtual151

machine instances. To transfer the memory state data of152

a virtual machine from its source physical machine to the153

destination machine, two techniques can be adopted, namely154

pre-copy and post-copy memory data migration.155

1) In the former technique, all memory pages from the156

source to the destination are duplicatedwhile the virtual157

machine instance is still running. If some pages change158

in the duplicating period, they will be copied again,159

until the ratio of re-copied pages is higher than the ratio160

of changed pages. After this phase, the instance on the161

source stops, the remaining changed pages are moved162

to the destination and the virtual machine instance163

resumes at the destination.164

2) While post-copy memory migration is started by sus-165

pending the virtual machine instance on the source166

host. Then a minimal set of state data (including CPU167

state, register, non-pageable memory, etc.) is moved168

to the destination, then the instance is restarted on the169

destination.170

Post-copy method transfers less data, but may incur long171

downtime. In contrast, pre-copy can reduce downtime, how-172

ever, it needs transfer more data. Service migration in MEC173

resembles live migration in data centers, as they both try174

to move a runtime application from one virtual machine to175

another. However, they are at least in three important ways as176

follows [12]:177

1) They target on different performance metrics. Service178

migration aims to reduce the total time of completion of179

migration, as end-to-end latency deteriorates until the180

end of the process. While live migration deals with the181

short period of the final step (i.e., downtime, during182

which mobile users cannot receive service), of which183

the total time is not the first consideration.184

2) Live migration for data centers can make use of shared185

storage and memory, which are assumed to be very186

large and rich. While in MEC environment, these local 187

resources are limited, this needs invoke application 188

partition and task scheduling techniques. 189

3) The edge server deployment should accept whatever 190

computation or network resources exist across geo- 191

graphically distributed edge servers. Different from 192

live migration in data centers, service migration cannot 193

depend on the availability of a dedicated computation 194

unit or high-bandwidth network. As a result, service 195

migration needs overcome high variation of network 196

bandwidth and computation capacity caused by time- 197

varying workload. 198

4) The required operating system and applications of the 199

ongoing service may exist on the destination edge 200

server. This can avoid unnecessary data transferring in 201

service migration. 202

The distinction between live migration and service migra- 203

tion is as shown in Table 1. 204

TABLE 1. Distinction between live migration and service migration.

B. HANDOVER IN CELLULAR NETWORKS 205

In a cellular system, as the mobile user is moving across dif- 206

ferent cells during an continuous communication, handover 207

(or handoff) needs to be performed [35]–[38], to avoid service 208

interruption. 209

Similar to handover in cellular networks, service migration 210

also deals with user mobility from one geographical area to 211

another. However, they are different in the following aspects: 212

1) The data transferred in handover process of cellular net- 213

works contains signal messages and state data between 214

a pair of mobile terminal and base station, or two base 215
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FIGURE 3. The three-layer framework (left side) and the flow chart of the service migration process (right side).

stations [27], [37]. As the size of signal messages and216

state data is very small, the time cost for data trans-217

ferring only accounts for a tiny part of the whole time218

of handover process of cellular networks. While for219

servicemigration inMEC, the data that should be trans-220

ferred (e.g. memory state data, application image data,221

input dataset, etc. [12], [26], [39]) is always very large222

(e.g., in megabyte or gigabytes). Therefore the time223

cost for data transferring in service migration becomes224

a critical factor for seamless service migration.225

2) In service migration, users can connect to remote edge226

servers, while handover in cellular networks must hap-227

pen if a user is no longer in the coverage of the current228

serving base station. A user can still continue to receive229

service from the current edge server even if they are no230

longer directly connected to each other, because mobile231

user can still exchange data with remote edge servers232

with the help of its direct connection edge server as a233

relay node. Hence, the ongoing service can be placed234

on any feasible edge server, which gives the service235

migration problem larger scope [40].236

3) In service migration in MEC, between the start237

edge server and the destination edge server, there238

may exist various network topology (e.g. remote239

clouds or other edge servers as intermediate nodes)240

and communication systems (e.g. Wi-Fi, LTE-U, 4G241

and 5G) [41]–[43], leading to different network con-242

nections and transmission paths for data transmission243

between them (various transferring latency and pro-244

cess cost). While handover in cellular networks hap-245

pens only between two neighboring cellular cells [44].246

Therefore, the network environments in service migra-247

tion are more complex than handover in cellular248

networks.249

As a result, service migration in MEC is a problem differ-250

ent from handover in cellular networks, therefore, the han-251

dover technologie in cellular networks cannot be directly252

applied to the problem of service migration.253

From these comparison above, we can conclude that ser- 254

vice migration can integrate advantages of live migration in 255

data centers and handover in cellular networks and do some 256

adjustments to better adapt to the MEC environment, e.g., 257

large data volume, complex network condition, etc. 258

III. TECHNIQUES OF MIGRATING RUNNING SERVICE 259

In this section, we detail the techniques for migrating run- 260

ning services, including a three-layer framework augmented 261

service migration flow and optimization of data transmission. 262

The optimization of data transferring only deals with low 263

level processing in service migration, while the three-layer 264

framework augmented service migration flow improves per- 265

formance from a higher level view. Here we put them together 266

to give a more comprehensive introduction of the techniques 267

of migrating running service. 268

A. THREE-LAYER FRAMEWORK AUGMENTED SERVICE 269

MIGRATION FLOW 270

As shown in Fig. 3 [12], the three-layer framework formigrat- 271

ing running applications is used to optimize the downtime and 272

the total migration time, which divides the service running on 273

edge server into three layers as follows [26]: 274

1) Base. It includes the guest operating system, kernel, 275

etc., however, no service applications are installed 276

and it can be largely reused by different applications. 277

A copy of this base layer may be stored on most edge 278

servers, so it is unnecessary to be transferred during 279

each migration process. 280

2) Application. It is a release version of an application 281

with only application-specific data. Like the base, 282

application is unnecessary to be transferred every time, 283

neither, because edge server can download various 284

applications from application stores or official appli- 285

cation web sites by itself. 286

3) Instance. It is the running state of an application, such 287

as CPU, register, non-pageable memory, etc. 288

4 VOLUME 6, 2018
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The migration process benefits from the above three-layer289

framework. The whole process of migration is as shown the290

flow chart of Fig. 3. It should check whether the destination291

edge server has the copy of the needed base, application to292

avoid unnecessary data transferring. If the instance can be293

found in destination edge server, it means that application294

layer and base layer have already existed there and it is not295

necessary to copy these two layers from the source edge296

server. Similarly, if the application can be found in destination297

edge server, it implies that the base layer has existed there.298

When migrating a service instance, inspired by pre-copy299

memory migration, all the memory data is transferred from300

the source edge server to the destination edge server while the301

service instance is still running, until pre-fixed criteria is met.302

Then the running service is suspended and the remaining data303

is transferred to the destination edge server. At the destination304

edge server, the service can be reconstructed from a collec-305

tion of the base, application, and instance data. In this way,306

we can transfer most of the service data before suspending307

the service, and service downtime is minimized as much as308

possible. As the base layer or application layer always has309

a large amount of data compared to the instance layer (e.g.,310

base package may only have data of hundreds of megabytes311

or several gigabytes for LXC1 and KVM,2 respectively),312

the three-layer framework helps minimize the transmission313

time remarkably in the process of migration.314

B. DATA TRANSFERRING OPTIMIZATION315

Different from the three-layer framework augmented service316

migration flow in last section, the data transmission process317

can be further optimized from the following perspectives:318

[12], [45].319

1) REDUCING DATA SIZE320

Since network bandwidth is in general the bottleneck of321

service migration, the amount of data is aggressively reduced322

to ease the burden of transferred data across the network.323

As is shown in Fig. 4 [12], reducing the amount of data324

involves changes tracking, delta-encode, deduplication and325

compression before it contacts with the network interface.326

• Tracking of changes. It includes two aspects, i.e., disk327

tracking and memory tracking. 1) For disk tracking,328

at the beginning, the system can snapshot all disk data329

that differ from the corresponding base layer. Then any330

further disk changes will be logged for subsequent data331

transferring, and the service can continue to run at the332

same time; 2) For memory, it is different from the disk333

tracking, as it would will lead to more overhead on334

memory write. Memory snapshot is based on a live335

migration scheme [32], and this process will be iterated336

several times, sending memory blocks that are changed337

in the previous iteration period.338

1LXC is a user interface for Linux kernel container. Using a set of powerful
APIs and tools, it helps users create and manage containers with ease.

2KVM is a virtualization scheme for Linux onX86 hardware virtualization
extensions.

• Delta encoding of modification. For each changed data 339

block, a delta algorithm is utilized to encode and send 340

out the difference between the data block and the cor- 341

responding one in the base layer [32]. The reason is 342

that very small changes are large probability events, 343

and there may exist considerable overlap between the 344

running service and the application. 345

• Deduplication.Deduplication works very well in reduc- 346

ing redundant data. The same parts are removed out at 347

this stage, and they are replaced with pointers to the 348

corresponding blocks [32]. 349

• Compression. At this stage, data attempts to be further 350

compressed by using several off-the-shelf compression 351

algorithms (e.g, GZIP, BZIP2 and LZMA, etc.), which 352

vary in compression ratio and processing speed. Multi- 353

ple instances of the compression algorithms can run in 354

parallel to alleviate CPU-intensive overhead [32]. 355

It is worth noting that the processing cost in the pipeline 356

may lead to CPU bottleneck, rather than data transferring 357

across network. To get rid of this issue, different algorithms 358

and parameter configurations can be applied to make a trade- 359

off between the processing demands and data volume to be 360

transferred. 361

2) PIPELINED STAGES 362

As is mentioned above, the execution of the processing stages 363

is pipelined, so they can be processed simultaneously, which 364

can lead to two advantages as follows: 1) downstream stage 365

can be started before the previous stage is completed. For 366

example, data can be transferred via network in parallel to 367

these processing stages; 2) less memory capacity is needed to 368

buffer the temporary data generated by a single stage, as the 369

data is taken away by downstream ones immediately. 370

3) DYNAMIC ADAPTION 371

A fixed setting of parameters in above-mentioned stages 372

is difficult to minimize time of the service migration. The 373

reasons are as follows: 1) the relative parameters rely heavily 374

on the transferred data, and can not be known in advance; 375

2) network bandwidth can change rapidly over a small period 376

of time, and so does for the available processing resources. 377

Alternatively, service migration performance can be moni- 378

tored continuously, and the tracked information can be uti- 379

lized to adapt the processing stage setting to dynamically 380

optimize migration time. More specifically, 381

• Throughput calculation of pipeline. The pipelined 382

system has two potential bottlenecks: 1) processing: if 383

data volume is too large or difficult to process, and 384

aggressive data reduction takes much more time and 385

resources; 2) transmission: if processing stage is not 386

enough to make the data small enough, so network 387

bandwidth encounters problem. 388

With respect to those two potential bottlenecks, 389

the throughput of the pipeline system can be obtained 390

as follows. Suppose that the processing sequence in 391
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FIGURE 4. Data transferring optimization in service migration (Note: dedup and diff are respectively short for
deduplication and difference).

pipeline is composed of n(n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) sequential392

stages, and each of them consumes input data and gen-393

erates a smaller version. With a specific set of selected394

algorithms and parameters (i.e., the Migration Mode395

in Fig. 4), at stage i(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n) we define as396

follows:397

pi = processing time,398

ri =
output size
input size

. (1)399

The processing throughput and network transmission400

throughput can be derived from processing time and401

network transmission time as follows:402

thruprocessing =
1∑n
i=1 pi

,403

thrunetwork =
network bandwidth∏n

i=1 ri
. (2)404

Since the pipeline overlaps processing and network405

transmission, the total throughput is406

thrusystem = min{thruprocessing, thrunetwork}. (3)407

Intuitively, it reveals that whether processing or network408

transmission is the bottleneck.409

• Heuristic adaptation. Based on the throughput of410

pipeline above, the migration mode can be selected to411

maximize the system throughput thrusystem. We write412

down the P = {pi|i = 1 ∼ n} and R = {ri|i =413

1 ∼ n} to compute various parameter setting. However,414

they are heavily depending on the actual content (e.g,415

text, audio, video, etc.) to be transferred. As a result,416

P and R may generate high misleading result. It has417

been noted that the trends of P and R are similar in418

different scenarios, and the ratios for different work-419

loads are obviously different. Although one workload420

may be quite different another, it influences different421

algorithms to a similar degree, and the relative perfor-422

mance remains unchanged. Alg. 1 shows an example to423

determine which operating mode is likely to minimize424

handoff time. It uses ratios of P (or R) from the real data,425

i.e., relative values rather than the absolute values. It can 426

adapt to changes of network bandwidth, available pro- 427

cessing resources and compressibility of virtual machine 428

modifications. 429

Algorithm 1 The Heuristic Algorithm to Dynamically Adapt
the Migration Mode
1: Measure current P (Pcurrent ) and R (Rcurrent ) values of

the running service of current migration mode (Mcurrent ).
Measure current network bandwidth by tracking the rate
of data block acknowledgments from migration destina-
tion;

2: Find P (Pprofile) and R (Rprofile) values of the matching
migration modeM . Compute the scaling factor for P and
R as follows: scaleP =

Pcurrent
Pprofile

, scaleR =
Rcurrent
Rprofile

;
3: Using these scaling values to adjust P, R values for

workload at present. For each migration mode, calculate
processing throughput (thruprocessing) and network trans-
mission throughput (thrunetwork );

4: Select a migration mode that maximizes the system
throughput.

4) WORKLOAD DISTRIBUTION 430

The relative loads on the network and processing change 431

with the ratio of modified and unmodified data blocks on 432

the pipeline system. In fact, the modifications of memory are 433

always non-uniform and highly clustered, which can result 434

in a highly bursty workload on the processing pipeline. This 435

problem comes in twoways: 1) long sequences of unmodified 436

data block transfer the high processing burden to the later 437

stage, which makes the whole processing choked and leave 438

nothing to the network in a very long period of time; 2) at 439

the opposite extreme, long sequences of modified pages may 440

bring about high processing burdens, which require more 441

compression to maintain the full use of the network. Note that 442

change trackingmechanism can only ensure that themodified 443

disk blocks are delivered to the processing pipeline. However, 444

for the memory image, the entire snapshot, including both 445

modified and unmodified pages are processed. As a result, 446
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TABLE 2. Works on strategies for service migration.

unmodified data blocks should also be transferred to the desti-447

nation server, incurring processing if the changes are tracked.448

When the network is fully used, the best performance can be449

achieved in network throughput capacity. When the network450

throughput capacity is small, the data can be compressed and451

transferred to make it smaller than before.452

To solve this problem, workload distribution is employed453

to balance the workloads during the process of service migra-454

tion. Specifically, 1) workload distribution randomizes the455

order of pages on the pipeline system, neither processing nor456

network resources are idle for long time; 2) what’s more,457

the ratio of modified and unmodified pages does not change458

much all the time. Consequently, workload distribution helps459

to get rid of the peak workloads and helps the pipeline system460

efficiently utilize network and CPU resources.461

5) ITERATIVE TRANSFER FOR LIVENESS462

As is mentioned above, service migration makes a tradeoff463

between service downtime and duration of service degrada-464

tion: 1) if the total migration time is the only one concerned,465

the post-copy approach contains suspending, transferring,466

then restarting the service would be the best choice. However,467

this may break down the running service QoS for long time;468

2) the other extreme may unacceptably extend the duration of469

degraded service.470

To solve this problem, inspired by iterative transfer concept471

from live migration, use it in quite different environments472

of adaptive service migration state transferring. Unlike live473

migration, which focuses solely on the volume of data trans-474

fer, service migration is sensitive to multiple factors: data475

volume, processing speed, compression ratio and bandwidth476

information. It makes use of an input queue threshold to start477

another iteration and the duration of the iteration to track and478

log all elements related to the migration speed. If the iteration479

duration is short enough, the system suspends the service480

migration and completes the migration operation.481

IV. STRATEGIES FOR SERVICE MIGRATION482

Here, we review the existing strategies for service migration483

proposed in recent years. First, we introduce the follow me484

cloud prototype, which is aimed at seamless migration of485

ongoing service between a data center and another optimal486

data center. Then we present the Markov Decision Process487

(MDP) based service migration strategies, including one- 488

dimensional MDP (i.e., mobile users move along a straight 489

line, e.g., the car on the road) and two-dimensional MDP 490

model (it’s a more general case than one-dimensional MDP 491

model, where mobile users move in an area, e.g., in a square). 492

At last, we detail the time window based service migration 493

strategy. Table 2 summarizes three parts of this section. 494

A. FOLLOW ME CLOUD PROTOTYPE 495

The FMC allows services to move across federated data 496

centers (DCs), which to some extent can be considered as 497

edge servers. As a user moves, the ongoing service hosted on 498

the current edge server will be migrated once to an optimal 499

edge server. The detailed evaluation criterion for optimality is 500

related to the policy of operators, which is typically based on 501

geographical distance or workload. The cost of servicemigra- 502

tion is incurred by signaling messages and data transferred 503

between edge servers, and service migration improves QoS 504

of mobile users at the same time. As a result, the migration 505

policy should strike a balance between the incurred cost and 506

QoS improvement induced by service migration [4], [39], 507

[46], [47]. 508

A representative network architecture of FMC concept is as 509

shown in Fig. 5 [39]. The figure shows two main components 510

of FMC, namely FMC controller and edge server/gate way 511

(i.e., DC/GW) mapping entity, that can be considered as two 512

FIGURE 5. Follow Me Cloud prototype.
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independent function entities collocatedwith existing compo-513

nents of mobile cloud computing, e.g., DCs, P-GWs (packet514

gate way) and S-GWs (service gate way). In the above FMC515

network architecture, both edge servers and mobile operator516

network are geographically distributed. Each edge server is517

mapped to a collection of P-GWs and S-GWs based on their518

locations. The topology information and location information519

can be communicated between FMC providers and mobile520

network operators. FMC controller is to manage and schedule521

the distributed edge servers.522

Service migration demand can be easily observed when523

one mobile device alters its IP address as a mobile user moves524

around. This change of information can be certainly observed525

by the corresponding edge server. A choice on whether to526

migrate the corresponding ongoing service on the edge server527

has to be made by the mobile device or the current edge528

server. This service migration decision should be based on529

several factors, including but not limited to service type (e.g.,530

a video play with high QoS demand tends to be migrated),531

data size (e.g., enjoying a movie nearing to its end on your532

mobile devices, and it should not to begin service migration),533

etc.534

As long as it is decided to migrate the service, the edge535

server may require the FMC controller to choose a most536

suitable edge server to start the service migration process.537

An estimate of the potential cost incurred should be compared538

against the resource utilization improvement of MEC com-539

munity and QoS improvement from the point of end users.540

Service migration process in FMC architecture can be541

further modeled using MDP. MDP based service migration542

method takes into account both the cost and benefit of ser-543

vice migration, and it helps to produce the best policy to544

decide whether to migrate a service or not. In what follows,545

the details will be provided.546

B. MDP BASED SERVICE MIGRATION547

In this section, we present the MDP based service548

migration strategy, including one-dimensional MDP and549

two-dimensional MDP.550

1) ONE-DIMENSIONAL MDP551

One-dimensional MDP is first proposed in [47] and [48],552

where mobile users are considered to move down a straight553

line, e.g., the car on the road.554

As is mentioned in the former sections, a good555

service migration model should take into account the bal-556

ance between cost reduction and high QoS of mobile users.557

To strike this balance, the service migration decision is mod-558

eled as a MDP. Given the distance from a mobile user to the559

current edge server, MDP based model can decide whether560

to migrate the ongoing service to an optimal edge server561

or not. The MDP solution can be implemented inside the562

FMC controller in the last subsection. To build up the service563

migration decision model, works in [4] and [47] proposed564

one dimensional MDP based model, which it considers the565

distances between mobile users and edge servers as the states,566

and associates with an action that means whether migrate 567

or not, and defines the corresponding transition probabilities 568

between two states with a definite action and the rewards. 569

In this way, one MDP based model is proposed to solve 570

service migration problem. 571

Let st be a state at time t and S = {s} denote the state space 572

that contains all states. In the one dimension (1-D) mobility 573

model, a mobile user has only two possible destinations, 574

namely moving to another edge server with large distance 575

with a probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, or returning back to the 576

current edge server with a probability (1−p). The state space 577

S is defined as S = {0, 1, · · · , g}. Here, 0, 1, · · · , g stands 578

for the possible set of the discrete distances between mobile 579

users and the connected edge servers, and value g means the 580

maximum distance where the service must be migrated to the 581

optimal edge server. Then we introduce the concept of action 582

set. For example, As = (a1, a2) can denote the action set 583

available at state s, where action a1 means that the service is 584

migrated to an optimal edge server, while action a2 means that 585

mobile devices are still served by the same edge server. For a 586

given action a, there will be a state transition from state s to 587

another state s′, with which there is also a reward r(s, s′, a). 588

Fig. 6 [51] illustrates one dimensional MDP model that can 589

be integrated into FMC architecture, where FMC controller 590

observes the current state s of mobile users in the network and 591

associates a set of possible actions As to it. When the service 592

migration is triggered, it always means that they have been 593

at another edge server, so the state is always 0 after service 594

migration. 595

FIGURE 6. One-dimensional MDP based service migration. Action a2
means that mobile devices are still served by the same edge server, a1
means that the service is migrated to an optimal edge server. Value g
means the maximum distance where the service must be migrated to the
optimal edge server. Value µ can be considered as the probability that
user moves.

Without loss of generality, As means a unique action set 596

at state s. Then we define the transition matrix Q, in which 597

q(s|s′) denotes the transition rate from state s′ to s. Service 598

migration policy associates an action to each state. That is to 599

say, policy can be considered as a function of the state, where 600

it takes a state as input, and gives an action as output. As a 601

result, whether migrating a service or not is totally decided 602

by the actual state. It is worth noting that the state space is 603

finite, i.e., 0, 1, · · · , g. The reason is that in our settings, after 604

a certain distance (g) from the current edge server, the service 605
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must be automatically migrated to the optimal edge server in606

case of service interruption.607

To get the one dimensional MDP model, we should nor-608

malize the above transition probabilities by the following.609

According to MDP theory, if the values of transition rate610

in matrix Q are all bounded, the stay times in all states are611

exponential with t(s|s, a). Then there exists:612

sup(s∈S,a∈As)[1− p(s|s, a)]t(s|s, a) ≤ c <∞, (4)613

where p(s|s, a) denotes the probability of staying in the same614

state after taking action a at state s, and c is a constant value.615

After that, we define an equivalent normalized process with616

state-independent exponential stay times using parameter c617

and transition probabilities:618

p(s′|s, a) =

1−
(
1− q(s′|s)

)
t(s′|s, a)

c
s = s′

q(s′|s)t(s′|s, a)
c

s 6= s′.
(5)619

Suppose that the stay time of one mobile user in a state620

follows an exponential distributionwithmean 1/(µ−1). Then621

by setting c = µ− 1, the transition probabilities are defined622

by the following:623

p(s′|s, a) =


1 s′ = 0, a = a1
p s′ = s+ 1, s 6= g, a = a2
1− p s′ = s− 1, s 6= 0, a = a2
0 else.

(6)624

Note that when in state s = g, the only available action is a1,625

which means that when the mobile device moves to another626

edge server where the distance is larger than the maximum g,627

the service migration action is automatically triggered.628

For t ∈ N , let st , at and rt denote state, action and reward at629

time t , respectively. Let Pa(s,s′) = p[st+1 = s′|st = s, st+1 =630

s′, at = a] denote the transition probabilities and Ra(s,s′) =631

E[rt+1|st = s, st+1 = s′, at = a] denote the expected reward.632

Apolicyπ is amapping between a state and an action, and can633

be denoted as at = π (st ). In the process of service migration,634

reward is a function of the cost of migrating one service and635

the quality obtained from the new state. Given a discount636

factor 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and an initial state s, the total discount637

reward policy π = (θ1, θ2, θ3, . . . , θN ) can be denoted as638

follows:639

vπγ = Eπγ {
∞∑
t=1

γ t−1rt }. (7)640

Reward function r(s′, s, a) explicitly depends on the transi-641

tions among states. According to [52], the normalized reward642

function R(s′, s, a) is written as follows:643

R(s′, s, a) = r(s′, s, a)
α + β(s′, s, a)

α + c
, (8)644

where β(s′, s, a) is the transition rate between state s and645

s′ when taking action a, and α is a predetermined con-646

stant. Let v∗(s) denote the maximum discounted total reward,647

i.e., v(s) = maxπ∈5v(s), given the initial state s. Using 648

the predefined denotations, we can formulate v∗(s) by the 649

following: 650

v∗(s) = maxπ∈5{R(s′, s, a)+
∑
s′∈S

γP[s′|s, a]v(s′)}. (9) 651

The optimal solution of Eq. (9) includes v∗(s) and π∗(s). 652

In the area of service migration, the optimal policy π∗(s) 653

indicates the decision as to which network and which data 654

center the mobile user should migrated to with each state. 655

2) TWO-DIMENSIONAL MDP 656

Two-dimensional MDP model is first proposed in [4] 657

and [39], which is a more general case than one-dimensional 658

MDPmodel, where mobile users move in a 2D area, e.g., in a 659

square. 660

Typically, a cellular network is considered to be composed 661

of multiple adjacent hexagonal cells (Fig. 7a). User mobility 662

can be considered as a random walk model, whereby mobile 663

users come into the six adjacent cells with the same proba- 664

bility (Fig. 7a), i.e., p = 1/6. Fig. 7 [39] shows a cellular 665

network with K = 5 rings of cells. The service migration 666

is triggered as the mobile device is equal to or large than K 667

hops away from the current edge server. Here, the distance 668

means the number of hops from the location of mobile user 669

to the current edge server. So we obtain a Markov chain with 670

state space {C(m,n)|0 ≤ m ≤ (K − 1), 1 ≤ n ≤ 6m}, which, 671

however, suffers from state space explosion problem when K 672

value is high. However, according to works in [49] and [53], 673

we can reduce the state space by aggregating states with the 674

same behavior. Then we can obtain a new chain with less 675

number of states. 676

We give an example to show the state aggregation process. 677

In Fig. 7a, it can be seen that mobile users in the first ring 678

have the same behavior and can move to each neighbor- 679

ing cell with the same probability. That is, mobile devices 680

come back to the cell with the optimal edge server with 681

probability p, stay in the same ring (i.e., the same distance 682

from the optimal edge server) with probability 2p, and move 683

to second ring with probability 3p [39]. As a result, all states 684

of the first ring can be aggregated into one state. As to 685

the second ring, we differentiate it into two cases. The mobile 686

device leaves the service area with probability 3p in the first 687

case, instead of 2p in the second case. Therefore, we choose 688

the concept of aggregated states in the two-dimensional 689

service migration, instead of the initial states. For exam- 690

ple, one aggregated is state C∗2,0, which aggregates states 691

{C2,1,C2,3,C2,5,C2,7,C2,9,C2,11}, another is C∗2,1 , which 692

aggregates states {C2,2,C2,4,C2,6,C2,8,C2,10,C2,12}. Using 693

this method, we can obtain a chain with less states in Fig. 7b, 694

which shows the transition diagram of the aggregatedMarkov 695

chain for the service migration when the mobile device is K 696

hops away from the optimal edge server. We can derive the 697

steady state probability of the aggregated states Cm and Cm
m , 698

respectively. The functions of these steady state probabilities 699
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FIGURE 7. Two-dimensional MDP based service migration. The Markov chain here is more complex than that in Fig. 6, which is a
one-dimensional MDP model. The same to Fig. 6, value µ is considered as the probability that user moves. At state 0, if user
moves, the next state is definitely 1. So the probability is µ = 6pµ = t1. In this way, we can get other transition probabilities in
this figure. (a) A typical cellular network on two dimensional plane. (b) Markov chain in case of K = 5.

are as follows:700 

π0 =
1
6
π1 +

1
2
πK−1 +

1
3

∑dK − 2
2
e

n=1 π
(n)
K−1

π1 = π0 +
1
3
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π2 +

1
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π
(1)
2
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1
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2 +

1
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6
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1
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1
6
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1
6
π
(1)
m+1,

(10)701

where dxe denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal702

to x. We have703 

π
(1)
2 =

1
3π1 +

1
3π2 +

1
6π

(1)
3

π
(1)
3 =

1
3π2 +

1
3π3 +

1
3π

(1)
2 +

1
6π

(1)
3 +

1
6π

(1)
4 +

1
3π
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4
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1
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1
3π4 +

1
6π

(1)
3 +

1
6π

(1)
5 +

1
3π

(2)
4 +

1
6π

(2)
5

∀5 < m < K − 1

π
(1)
m =

1
3πm−1 +

1
3πm +

1
6π

(1)
m−1 +

a
6π

(1)
m+1

+
1
6π

(2)
m +

a
6π

(2)
m+1,

704

(11)705

where706

a =

{
1 if 5 ≤ m ≤ K − 2
0 if m = K − 1.

(12)707

We can also compute the value ofπ (n)
m ,∀6 < m < K−1∧2 ≤708

n ≤ dm−12 e − 1, π (l)
2l+1∀2 ≤ l ≤ K−2

2 . That is to say, we can709

obtain all of the steady state probability of the aggregated710

states.711

With these solutions, we can obtain more attributes of two-712

dimensional service migration, such as the mean value of the713

distance, the probability of the optimal edge server connec- 714

tion, cost of service migration, service migration duration, 715

etc. [39]. 716

The concept of FMC prototype is mainly described in 717

Section 4.1, while the MDP based service migration algo- 718

rithm is mainly described in Section 4.2. They are at different 719

levels in service migration. 720

C. TIME WINDOW BASED SERVICE MIGRATION 721

Compared to MDP based service migration above, time win- 722

dow based service migration deals with the problem from 723

another point of view. The goal of time window based ser- 724

vice migration is to search the optimal service placement 725

sequence that minimizes the average cost over a given time 726

window [25], [50]. In these works, a look-ahead window is 727

defined as a time period in the future that can be predicted. 728

The model contains two sequential parts: 1) suppose that 729

there exists a method to obtain the prediction error in the 730

future, how to search the optimal window size to minimize 731

the average cost; 2) with a fixed size of time window, how to 732

find the optimal sequence to place the ongoing service. 733

Compared to MDP based service migration, time window 734

based service migration can deal with a more general setting, 735

such as heterogeneous cost function, network structure and 736

mobility pattern. Cost of service migration may incur in two 737

ways, namely cost in running a service on an edge server and 738

cost in transferring data in a specific migrating procedure. 739

What is more, it supposes that an underlying function can be 740

found out to predict the two kinds of cost in the future time, 741

which includes but is not limited to existing approaches such 742

as [51], [54], and [55]. As to the designed prediction function, 743

the predicted future cost sequence may be different from 744

the actual cost, but it can guarantee the upper bound of the 745
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possible deviation. Unlike MDP-based method in [4], [39],746

and [47], time window based service migration does not need747

the probability distribution of the cost, which makes it can be748

applied to more scenarios, where the pattern of users mobility749

follows a Markov chain model. Time window based service750

migration takes into account the dynamics of resource avail-751

ability caused by user mobility, which is quite different from752

the supposed of static network conditions and fixed resource753

demands under complicated network topology [56], [57].754

We detail the time window based service migration in two755

parts, i.e., optimal size of the look-ahead window in the future756

and service placement finding based on prediction cost with757

optimal look-ahead window size.758

1) OPTIMAL SIZE OF THE LOOK-AHEAD WINDOW759

IN THE FUTURE760

This part elaborates how to find the optimal size of the look-761

ahead window in the future [25], [40], [50].762

Suppose that the optimal window size 0 < T ≤ Tmax ,763

where Tmax is upper bounded time induced by the service764

duration. If the future prediction cost function has no devi-765

ation from the actual cost, T = Tmax setting is optimal as766

it gives the best long-term performance. However, this is767

impractical for the fact that the farther look-ahead we look768

in the future, the more uncertainty and deviation about the769

cost we encounter. That is to say, if the window size T is770

too large, we will obtain much worse prediction performance771

and the prediction cost may be far away from the actual cost.772

The bad performance of prediction cost will generate a very773

bad solution of the service placement sequence. As a result,774

we have to find the optimal look-ahead window size that775

can minimize both the impact of prediction deviation and the776

impact of dividing the look-ahead time period for optimal777

window. Window size cannot be accurately set, because it778

is related to many factors, which is not known before. Thus,779

if the window size is too large, the prediction is not accurate780

enough.781

Formore details of optimal look-aheadwindow size, please782

refer to the works [25], [40], [50].783

2) SERVICE PLACEMENT FINDING BASED ON PREDICTION784

COST WITH OPTIMAL LOOK-AHEAD WINDOW SIZE785

If we have obtained the the optimal look-ahead window786

size T , then we can find the optimal placement sequence πT ,787

according to the following steps as in Alg. 2.788

Note that in the above service placement algorithm, once789

the placement in the last window is completely solved,790

we need make the placement decision in the current time791

slot. So the vector πT can be found in real-time, which is792

fit in the high dynamics of network condition and computing793

resources inMEC. The value ofDt0π (t0,··· ,te)(t) also depends on794

the placement in time slot t0−1.When t0 = 1,π (t0−1) can be795

regarded as any dummy variable for the fact that themigration796

cost w(1, :, :) = 0. The equation of the placement sequence797

πT means that, at the beginning of time slot t0, it finds the798

optimal placement sequence that minimizes the prediction799

Algorithm 2 Placement Sequence Algorithm
1: Initialize t0 = 1;
2: Let te = min{t0 + T − 1,Tmax}. At the

beginning of time slot t0, find πT (t0, · · · , te) =

argminπ (t0,··· ,te)
∑te

t=t0 D
t0
π (t0,··· ,te)

(t),which
π(t0, · · · , te) denotes the placement sequence for
time slots t0, · · · , te, and D

t0
π (t) can be obtained using

the prediction cost function;
3: Apply the service placement πT (t0, · · · , te) in time slots
t0, · · · , te;

4: If te < Tmax , set t0 = te + 1 and go to step 2. If not, stop
the algorithm.

cost over the next time slot up to te, given the location of the 800

service in previous time slot t0 − 1. 801

Based on the above assumptions and analysis, the service 802

placement problem can be considered as a shortest-path prob- 803

lem with values of Dt0π (t) as weights. Specifically, each edge 804

stands for one possible service placement decision in the 805

corresponding two adjacent time slots and the weight on each 806

edge means the prediction cost for such service placement 807

decision. The placement before time slot t0 has been found 808

out. We define a dummy node at the end of look-ahead win- 809

dow, which is assigned zero weight to other nodes to ensure 810

a single shortest path to be found. Obviously, the shortest 811

path with minimum sum of weight from node π (t0 − 1) to 812

the defined dummy node can be found with the help of some 813

shortest path algorithms and the nodes on the shortest path 814

give the optimal service migration solution πT (t0, · · · , te). 815

V. HOSTING APPLICATION COMPONENTS 816

An application may consist of several components. Besides, 817

multiple applications can simultaneously use theMEC infras- 818

tructure, such as edge servers. Resource isolation (especially, 819

memory) across components of different applications is nec- 820

essary for the security and integrity of the individual applica- 821

tions; even within an application such isolation between the 822

application components is beneficial from the point of view 823

of bug proliferation and performance tuning. We will explore 824

the pros and cons of full blown virtual machine technology, 825

container technology and agent technology, from the point of 826

view of hosting application components. 827

A. VIRTUAL MACHINE 828

Virtual machine is one of enabling technologies for data 829

centers and is the basis for accountability and containment 830

of resource usage. Additionally, live migration of virtual 831

machine has been extensively investigated to enable load 832

balancing and resource provisioning in data centers [73]. 833

More recently, VMWare [31] andXen [74] have implemented 834

live migration of virtual machines with downtime ranging 835

from tens of milliseconds to seconds. As live migration of 836

virtual machine is a mature technology used in data cen- 837

ters of cloud computing, many existing works on service 838
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TABLE 3. Hosting application for service migration.

migration in MEC take virtual machine as the host for appli-839

cation components [4], [12], [26], [39], [61], [63], [75]–[78].840

Ha et al. [12] discuss the limitations of live virtual machine841

migration for use on edge devices, examine the impact of842

user mobility on cloudlet offload, demonstrate that even the843

most general user mobility can bring about considerable net-844

work degradation, and propose a VM handoff technique for845

seamlessly transferring a runtime virtual machine instance846

to a better offload site as users move. To reduce the down-847

time during service migration, Machen et al. [26] propose848

a layered framework to transfer ongoing applications that849

are hosted in virtual machines, which does not need users850

to have extensive knowledge on the technical details of ser-851

vice migration. Taleb et al. [4], [39] applies a MDP based852

algorithm to cost-effective, performance-optimized service853

migration decisions, and two alternative schemes to ensure854

service continuity and disruption-free operation in the con-855

text of FMC, which is tailored to an interoperating decen-856

tralized mobile network/federated cloud architecture. In this857

work, they mainly consider two types of time that affect the858

service continuity, i.e., the time required for transforming859

a virtual machine to another type (particularly if two rela-860

tive edge servers are using different hypervisors), and the861

time required for service data transferring. Refaat et al. [61]862

propose a service migration solution to select the best des-863

tination in service migration in VANET, which aims to864

perform efficiently in dealing with rapid dynamics of data865

center topology with minimum roadside unit intervention.866

Virtual machine technology is also applied in MEC for ser-867

vice deployment and the migration of location-aware ser-868

vices [63]. Satyanarayanan et al. [75] propose the concept of869

cloudlet to exploit standard virtual machine technology in870

MEC. Yao et al. [76] present the roadside vehicular cloud871

architecture in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANET) using872

cloudlet, and study how to migrate the virtual machines as873

vehicles move to reduce transferring cost. Recently, many874

works propose approaches to virtual machine migration with875

less involvement of the hypervisor [77] or with a reduction in876

the startup time by using delta encoding between an original877

virtual machine instance and the changes that occurred during878

execution [78].879

However, despite such advances in virtual machine migra-880

tion techniques, given the latency requirements of situation881

awareness applications, full blown virtualization may be882

impractical for hosting application components in the MEC883

environment.884

B. CONTAINER 885

Container based service migration is a relatively new area 886

and it needs to be studied systematically. In comparison 887

to virtual machines, containers are much more efficient for 888

creating service bundles for one cloud to another transfer- 889

ring [79], [80]. Here, containers are preferred than virtual 890

machines because they share more platform resources in 891

common, whereas, a virtual machine tends to hold most 892

resources in migrating services [64], so a container is always 893

much smaller than a virtual machine. As edge servers in 894

MEC have limited bandwidth, unstable network connectivity, 895

storage and processing capability, running container-based 896

applications on them will benefit much more in migrating 897

services. 898

More specifically, containers have the following advan- 899

tages to support service migration in MEC: 900

• Complexity can be reduced through container abstrac- 901

tions. Containers avoid reliance on low-level infrastruc- 902

ture services, which decreases the complexity of dealing 903

with those platforms. 904

• Automation can be supported with containers to maxi- 905

mize the portability. Through automation, tasks can be 906

conducted without much manual efforts, such as migrat- 907

ing containers among edge servers. 908

• Better security and governance can be achieved by plac- 909

ing services outside, rather than inside, the containers. 910

In many cases, security services are platform-specific 911

instead of being application-specific, which helps to 912

provide better portability and less complexity in imple- 913

menting and operating. 914

• Higher computing capability can be provisioned as a 915

service can be split into many separate containers. These 916

containers can run on different physical machines or 917

edge servers to obtain better performance. 918

• In the container technology, applications contained in 919

the containers share the OS. Consequently, the memory 920

footprint of containers is significantly smaller than in a 921

hypervisor environment, allowing hundreds of contain- 922

ers to be hosted on a physical host. Since the containers 923

use the host OS as a base for system services, restarting 924

a container (upon container migration) does not neces- 925

sarily restart the OS. 926

• Once a container is installed, only the extra different 927

layers, such as additional binaries and libraries, need 928

to be migrated to correctly execute the handlers in the 929

context of edge server. 930
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Given the above-mentioned advantages, more and more931

mainstream operating systems begin to adopt container tech-932

nology to provide isolation and resource control, which933

has demonstrated great potential for service migration.934

Mirkin et al. [81] propose saving the complete state of a con-935

tainer (i.e. checkpointing), transferring it to another host, and936

restarting it as implementing in OpenVZ.3 A container allows937

users to checkpoint the running state of a container and restart938

it later on the same or a different host, which is transparent for939

ongoing services and network conditions. OpenVZ is based940

onCRIU,4 which is a project to implement checkpoint/restore941

functionality for Linux. In 2016, live migration of container942

was also realized using CRIU.5 Especially in recent years,943

Docker as a standard for Linux containers [80], has been944

adopted extremely successfully by Google, IBM/Softlayer,945

and Joyent in public cloud platforms [79]. In this context,946

Machen et al. [26] proposed to use containers in their service947

migration framework, and showed that containers perform948

favorably than virtual machines. Apart from that, Wang and949

Serral-Gracià [25], Montero et al. [62] and Saurez et al. [63]950

also take into account container when performing service951

migration in MEC.952

C. AGENT953

In computer science, an agent is a computer program block954

that performs tasks in a relationship of agency with other955

entities [82], [83]. An agent has the following characteris-956

tics [84]: 1) autonomous: it runswithout human interventions,957

and can control its external behaviors and internal states by958

itself; 2) social: it can sense, process and react to humans959

or other agents to perform better; 3) reactive: it perceives960

the change of environment and responds in turn in time;961

4) proactive: its behaviors to the environment are highly962

goal-directed; 5) mobile: it is able to travel between differ-963

ent hosts in a network; 6) truthful: it will not deliberately964

output false information; 7) benevolent: it always tries to965

perform what is asked; 8) rational: it performs in order to966

achieve its goal, not the other way around; 9) learning: it967

can learn to fit the environment better to be stronger with968

time.969

As an agent has the above-mentioned advantages, service970

migration based on agents will impose less requirements971

on edge servers other than providing run-time environment,972

and it releases the management burden of edge servers and973

mobile terminals using autonomous agent-based application974

partition [72]. While in service migration process hosting975

of virtual machines and containers, these management bur-976

den relies heavily on the support from the underlying vir-977

tualization technology [77]. Compared to service migration978

3A container-based virtualization for Linux. OpenVZ can create many
different isolated containers on a single physical edge server, which enables
better server utilization and ensure that different services do not conflict with
each other.

4http://criu.org
5http://rhelblog.redhat.com/2016/12/08/container-live-migration-using-

runc-and-criu/

with virtual machines and containers, service migration with 979

agents can perform better in the dynamic and heterogeneous 980

environment in MEC (e.g. hosts of virtual machine, contain- 981

ers, and even physical machines; and rapidly changing net- 982

work conditions, etc.). For example, an agent implemented in 983

JADE6 can be migrated among virtual machines, containers 984

and physical machines, as long as they are equipped with Java 985

runtime environment [84]. 986

With these advantages, agent technology has been 987

widely applied in cloud computing, MEC and micro 988

grids [41], [65]–[72], which shows great potential. Angin and 989

Bhargava [65] propose a framework based on agent in mobile 990

cloud computing, and show that application encapsulation 991

based on agent is particularly useful due to the capability 992

of moving without the intervention of the caller and self- 993

cloning. These results can be applied in MEC, which has 994

many common characteristics with mobile cloud computing. 995

Then Angin et al. [66] propose to make use of autonomous 996

agents to offload dynamic computation in MEC. As to the 997

security issue of mobile cloud computing, Angin et al. [67] 998

also propose a mobile cloud computing model based on agent 999

to deal with code tampering, where agents are integrated with 1000

integrity verification functions. Kumar et al. [68] propose 1001

mobile agents to alleviate the issue of unstable and inter- 1002

mittent wireless network connectivity and low bandwidth in 1003

wireless/mobile network. Alami-kamouri et al. [69] survey 1004

mobile agent technology in fields of mobile computing, net- 1005

work management and telecommunication, security issue, 1006

etc., in a flexible way by using interaction with other agents 1007

on the network. Luo et al. [70] propose a multiple agent 1008

framework to promote energy sharing among the massively 1009

distributed autonomous micro grids, which is similar to MEC 1010

environment and relieve the energy imbalance problem by 1011

forming micro grid coalition with agents. Zhu et al. [71] 1012

apply the agent technology in cloud computing environment 1013

to design an agent-based scheduling mechanism to deploy 1014

real-time tasks and dynamic resources. Fareh et al [72] pro- 1015

pose that autonomous agents can make the clouds smarter in 1016

their interactions with users and more efficient in resources 1017

allocation. Gani et al. [41] summarize the application of 1018

agent technology in the field of the interworking for seamless 1019

connectivity. 1020

The pros and cons of virtual machine technology, container 1021

technology and agent technology are summarized in Table 3. 1022

Compared to virtual machine and container technologies, 1023

agent has advantages of administrative convenience, small 1024

data to transfer, rapid boot and running, etc., which is quite 1025

suitable in IoT environment. However, agent technology in 1026

mobile edge computing is at its preliminary stage, and there 1027

are no existing frameworks to use directly. As a result, much 1028

work should be done to develop an agent tool to apply agent 1029

technology into IoT applications. 1030

6JADE is short for JAVA Agent DEvelopment Framework, which is a
software framework to develop agent applications.
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VI. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES1031

In this section, we identify and discuss some research1032

challenges in service migration in MEC, including design1033

of QoS-aware edge server selection algorithm, selection1034

algorithm of migration path with both of latency and cost,1035

and virtual resource allocation strategy on edge servers, and1036

development of a high servicemigrationmechanism to ensure1037

service continuity.1038

A. QOS-AWARE EDGE SERVER SELECTION ALGORITHM1039

For smooth service migration in MEC, an efficient edge1040

server selection algorithm is needed to select the optimal1041

target edge server. In general, two factors should be taken into1042

account: users’ trajectory and QoS utility. On the one hand,1043

existing research works rarely explores users’ trajectory data1044

and the prediction of their movement, and adopts a random1045

mobilitymodel instead [85]. However, users’ mobility pattern1046

(e.g. direction and velocity) has a significant influence on the1047

construction of the candidate edge server set (e.g. the size of1048

set of candidate edge servers), and the users’ trajectory data1049

can be used to predict users’ movement. On the other hand,1050

existing literatures pay less attention on the affect of QoS1051

utility (network latency, energy consumption and cost) on1052

the selection of edge servers in service migration, therefore,1053

hardly select the edge server with the highest QoS utility1054

[86]–[88]. Without considering users’ trajectory data and1055

QoS utility, the accuracy of edge server selection and the1056

efficiency of service migration decrease.1057

To develop a QoS-aware algorithm to improve edge server1058

selection, we should overcome the problems such as how1059

to integrate user’s trajectory data and QoS utility into the1060

server selection algorithm. The research can be divided into1061

the following parts: firstly, develop user moving model using1062

users’ trajectory data to predict user movement, then con-1063

struct the candidate edge server set; secondly, devise QoS1064

utility function of a given edge server based on QoS indi-1065

cators (e.g. network latency, energy consumption and cost);1066

at last, based on the designed QoS utility function, select1067

the candidate edge server with the highest QoS utility as the1068

target edge server of the service migration. The key issues are1069

user mobility, QoS utility function design, and the selection1070

algorithm of edge server.1071

B. SELECTION ALGORITHM OF MIGRATION PATH WITH1072

BOTH OF THE LATENCY AND COST1073

The related data on the edge server (e.g. the run-time state1074

data of the edge service on hard disk and memory) should1075

be transferred to the selected target edge server in the pro-1076

cess of service migration [12], [26]. Between the start edge1077

server and the target edge server, there may exist various1078

network top topology (e.g. remote clouds or other edge1079

servers as intermediate nodes) and communication system1080

(e.g. WiFi, LTE-U, 4G and 5G) [43], which leads to different1081

network connections and transmission paths for data trans-1082

ferring between them (various transferring latency and cost).1083

Therefore, selection algorithm of migration path is essential.1084

Existing work selects the migration path randomly and rarely1085

considers the heterogeneity of network, as well as latency and 1086

cost, leading to high service migration expense (e.g. latency 1087

and cost) and low transferring efficiency of network (includ- 1088

ing edge network and core network) [12], [26], [89], [90]. 1089

To this end, we can apply network optimization theory and 1090

propose a service migration path selection method by taking 1091

consideration of both network latency and cost. The main 1092

idea is to transform the migration path selection problem 1093

with both latency and cost into a multi-objective optimization 1094

model, and propose path selection on latency and price in 1095

service migration of MEC, and aim to choose the best set 1096

of available transferring paths that can minimize the total 1097

transferring timewith constrictions on bandwidth and price of 1098

each network connection for the data transferring in a service 1099

migration. Service migration demand can be easily observed 1100

whenmobile device alters its IP address as mobile user moves 1101

around, and the Service Migration Decision Center then 1102

solves the path selection problem. Note that every network 1103

connection has its inherent bandwidth and price attributes, 1104

which are relative to the transmission length, access tech- 1105

nique, current workload, etc. We analyze this problem from 1106

two aspects, i.e., the network operator andmobile user. On the 1107

one hand, due to various prices of network connections, 1108

network operator should choose the best transferring paths 1109

or network connections to save money of providing data 1110

transferring service. On the other hand, for mobile users, 1111

minimizing transferring time during a service migration can 1112

improve QoS/QoE. The best case for transferring time mini- 1113

mization is to realize seamless service migration (i.e., without 1114

any disruption to ongoing edge services, a mobile user is able 1115

to freely move over a significant geographic area). The basic 1116

principle is as follows: firstly, monitor the real-time network 1117

condition (e.g. bandwidth, network style information, and 1118

distance between two nodes), construct the latency and cost 1119

matrix; secondly, based on the proposed expense function, 1120

design the optimization model of migration path selection; 1121

at last, find the optimal service migration path using mixed 1122

integer programming method. The research issues include 1123

expense function design, path selection algorithm and param- 1124

eter optimization. 1125

C. VIRTUAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY 1126

ON EDGE SERVERS 1127

The diverse demands of virtual resources (e.g. computation, 1128

network and storage resources) of the edge service that be 1129

transferred exists in service migration. On the one hand, 1130

the run-time state has changed, which leads to different 1131

demand of virtual resources. On the other hand, the inherent 1132

diversity of edge service (e.g. real-time tasks or batch tasks) 1133

results in different demand of virtual resources [66], [67]. 1134

The simplest strategy that allocates more resources than the 1135

actual needs for each edge service will ensure users’ QoS 1136

(e.g. low network latency and energy consumption), however, 1137

it will lead to low utilization efficiency of edge servers and 1138

considerable waste of resources. Meanwhile, this strategy 1139

will increase the payment of each subscriber as the pay- 1140
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ment is positively related with the allocated virtual resources.1141

Existing work has considered the resources at the user end1142

and the network condition, but has not taken into account1143

the virtual resource allocation strategy on edge servers [91].1144

An extensive resource allocation strategy is often employed1145

(e.g., allocating more resources than that it really needs for1146

each edge service), which will cause high user cost or low1147

users’ QoS.1148

To this end, we can put emphasis on the demand diversity1149

of virtual resources (e.g. computation, network and storage1150

resources) of the edge service, and study the optimal virtual1151

resources optimization allocation strategy. The main idea is1152

to assess the demand for different resources of various edge1153

services. The basic principle is as follows: firstly, based on1154

instruction analysis and the computation time ratio of differ-1155

ent modules of the migrated service, design the model to eval-1156

uate resource demand; secondly, consider time, energy, cost1157

and other factors, and transform virtual resources allocation1158

problem into a multi-objective optimization model; at last,1159

solve this problem using the improved heuristic algorithm.1160

The key research issues include but not limited to: how to1161

evaluate resource demand given the task to be processed and1162

current resource allocation, how to design the multi-objective1163

optimization model with constraints to take into time, energy,1164

cost as input to solve the virtual resources allocation problem,1165

how to design the above-mentioned utility function, and how1166

to adapt the current heuristic algorithm, such as ant colony1167

algorithm or particle swarm optimization, into MEC environ-1168

ment to allocate virtual resource efficiently.1169

D. AI BASED STRATEGIES FOR EFFICIENT SERVICE1170

MIGRATION DECISIONS1171

The mathematical models, such as MDP, are applied to make1172

efficient service migration decisions. Elegant though, mathe-1173

matical models are based on simple assumptions, thus can not1174

cope with more complex condition and a large number of dif-1175

ferent parameters [40]. This property restricts the application1176

of simple mathematical model in the field of service migra-1177

tion. Many other factors should be taken into account when1178

making servicemigration decisions, such as the heterogeneity1179

(many different kinds of hardware) and dynamics (topology1180

and network condition change rapidly) of the edge servers in1181

MEC, real-time requirements when users aremoving fast, etc.1182

Recently, artificial intelligence (AI) technology, repre-1183

sented by deep learning [28], [92] and reinforcement1184

learning [93], [94], is developing very fast, and can help solve1185

this complex problem. AI technology can learn from massive1186

history data, and efficiently react to the dynamic condition.1187

It is necessary to study how to apply AI for making efficient1188

service migration decisions. To apply AI into efficient ser-1189

vice migration decisions, we should overcome the following1190

problems, such as data source selection, as there are too many1191

data that can be poured into the AI based method, and many1192

of them may not helpful to our problem. The other is how to1193

design the AI system, such as what algorithm to choose to1194

integrate MEC better into it.1195

E. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY TO SOLVE TRUST ISSUE 1196

IN SERVICE MIGRATION 1197

Trust issue can not be neglected in service migration in 1198

MEC [66]. Edge servers may belong to different participants, 1199

e.g. telecom operators, internet companies, home users, etc. 1200

As a result, there is no a centralized administration for dif- 1201

ferent stakeholders and heterogeneous hardwares, thus it is 1202

difficult to solve the trust issue in service migration. The envi- 1203

ronment results in security risk of sending data to trustless 1204

edge servers, and this issue is hard to overcome due to large 1205

computation burden induced by complex mechanism. 1206

The trust issue in service migration in MEC can be 1207

solved by blockchain technology for its good property [95]. 1208

A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records, called 1209

blocks, which is linked one by one and secured using cryptog- 1210

raphy [96], [97]. It is inherently resistant to the modification 1211

of data. The reason is that once it is recorded, the data in 1212

any given block cannot be altered retroactively without the 1213

alteration of all subsequent blocks and a collusion of the 1214

network majority. As a result, a blockchain can serve as an 1215

open, distributed operating system that can efficiently record 1216

interactions (e.g., transactions) between two individuals or 1217

agents and in a verifiable and permanent way; therefore, 1218

decentralized consensus can be achieved with a blockchain. 1219

However, distributed Apps on the existing blockchain sys- 1220

tem (e.g, ethereum) have slow reaction times when it comes 1221

to saving information. Simple operations take tens of seconds 1222

and occasionally a couple of minutes. It happens when you 1223

send a transaction and wait for it to be verified. It is also the 1224

case for other distributed technologies. It is not uncommon to 1225

wait 30 seconds for pictures from IPFS7 to save or load. As a 1226

result, we should consider the waiting time as a significant 1227

problem when we apply blockchain technology into MEC, 1228

as users these days are not used to waiting. So themost impor- 1229

tant problem to be solved is how to minimize the verification 1230

timewhen usersmake transaction on the blockchain platform. 1231

One way is to develop a customized blockchain system with 1232

less block generating time for MEC. 1233

VII. CONCLUSION 1234

In this paper, we have reviewed the state-of-the-art literature 1235

on service migration in MEC, which ensures service conti- 1236

nuity for moving users by migrating the service on the direct 1237

connection to remote edge server to the near one with better 1238

QoS. We have presented two similar concepts that are closely 1239

related to service migration, and compared them for better 1240

understanding the features of service migration. In addition, 1241

the existing strategies for service migration are categorized 1242

and summarized. Moreover, we have discussed the pros and 1243

cons of the three hosting technologies for mobile applica- 1244

tion components. We also have highlighted some research 1245

directions and challenges in service migration inMEC, which 1246

need further investigation. 1247

7https://ipfs.io/
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